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6 cylinder - 3 liter Chassis : LML 727 Aston Martins are all limited

production cars. The convertible versions available on the market are

rather rare. Find with this knowledge in mind an original LHD example

is a terific bonus. And when additionally the car has the superb history

being the car which starred in Hitchcock's cult film "The Birds" I, as an

enthusiast classic car dealer, believed that moment heaven was earth

and I an angel ! On the photographs, you will agree this convertible

Aston is a dreamcar. "In the flesh" I can assure you it absolutely is !

Super straight body-lines in perfect dark green finish. Black leather

upholstery with just a little bit of lovely patina. This car has additionally

superb wood veneer on dashboard, doorcappings and steering wheel.

Hood, hoodcover and tonneau cover are in super quality double duck

green mohair. Engine bay is in spotless condition, showing a superb

maintained overall mechanical condition. This DB 2/4 convertible

drives as good as it looks! The previous English and German owners

have spent a fortune to obtain this A1 general condition. A huge file

with lots and lots of invoices illustrates this clearly. Sold new in 1954

to Jules Stein, of Santa Monica Boulevard, Beverly Hills, California,

this owner of the MCA actor's studios lent his car in 1963 to

filmdirector Alfred Hitchcock and actress Tippi Hedren for what would

become a cult film : "The Birds". This way LML 727 obtained a truly

magnificent and glamorous pedigree. Coul you be the next step in the

hall of fame of this unique Aston Martin ?

Brand Aston Martin

Model DB2/4 Convertible "Ex Alfred
Hitchcock's The Birds"

Year 1954

Steering Left (LHD)
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